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 You'll have the chance to start your military career as a war hero and legendary leader. This is your chance to prove to the people of Azbaristan that you're the man for the job. The Aircraft you are flying will be something quite different from what you have flown up to now. These advanced aircraft are more than just a high-tech version of your standard aircraft. In fact, these aircraft are almost too
advanced for you to fly! You'll have to prove yourself all over again before you can get your hands on the ultimate aircraft in the world of Jane's Advanced Strike Fighters. High-end graphics. The Azbaristan Civil War is fought with a large number of aircraft and ground-based units. The battlefield is large and the borders between the opposing factions are not well-defined. The topography of the

battlefields means that not all airfields are suitable for modern fighter aircraft. Azbaristan. The Azbaristani factions and their forces. A selection of Azbaristani aircraft. A selection of ground-based forces. Take the war to the air in your advanced aircraft and wreak havoc on the enemy. Command your troops. Lead your squadron in combat. Fire and forget. Make the most of your training time. Build
airfields. Plan strategic strikes. Force the enemy to retreat. Plan the next move. Train your troops. Use the order of battle. Make the most of your time in the game. Download Jane's Advanced Strike Fighters now. Azbaristan is a post-colonial country that has been forced to rely on the support of its western neighbors. The conflict between the government and the rebels has been going on for years. It is
a civil war that has been taking place with no quarter given and no mercy shown. The war started out with aerial bombing and other attacks by the government forces on rebel bases and the support of rebel forces by the former colonial powers. There have been several attempts to bring peace to the region by foreign powers, however the situation has not improved. The civil war has now spilled onto the

ground. As you play the game you will be able to command all of the ground forces of the Azbaristani factions. You will also be able to lead your airborne forces in aerial combat against the enemy. You will be able to lead an airborne squadron to attack 82157476af
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